ABSTRACT

This document is intended as an aid to those
wanting to carve Greenland paddles. It will
help answer questions about anthropometric
sizing and blade shape for different scenarios
and paddling styles.

By Ruud Nijpjes and William Nash

THE GREENLAND PADDLE
Designing for Use

Considerations for Paddle Blade design.
Greenland paddles (GP) are made to fit the paddler and his or her task. The size of your hands,
length of your arms and upper body, your strength, physical ability and broadness of your
shoulders are parameters that determine what might be a good paddle size and shape for you.
Equally important for sizing a paddle is its intended use. Are you a long-distance paddler, do
you like to play in the surf, do you practice Greenland rolling and what is the beam of your
kayak? All these questions need to be given some thought in order to design a paddle you will
enjoy using.
Then there is the most important criteria: what is your personal preference for the feel of the
paddle? This last question covers items like blade-flexibility, shape of the shoulder, shape of
the tip and blade area distribution over the length of the blade. The answer to this question will
emerge after using different Greenland paddles over some time.
We have written this document to provide some guidance for you in choosing your ideal paddle
shape. Below are some thoughts on different design features.

Width of the blade
•

A wider blade can move more water which is good for sprints and power bursts
required for getting through the surf.

•

A wider blade is a high load for the shoulders.

•

A narrow blade is good for long and deep water trips.

•

A wide blade is less comfortable when holding the paddle in the extended
position.

•

Wide blades require more material and as a result are heavier.

•

A straight edge is easiest to make.

•

A curved rounded tip or an edge with parallel sides can help to increase or
reduce blade-area near the tip.

Blade area distribution
•

A narrow tip has a soft catch.

•

A wide tip has a hard catch.

•

A wide tip can move more water in shallows (however, shallow waters are not the
right place for GPs).

Blade flexibility and thickness of the blade
•

When bending a blade, the curve should be smooth and evenly distributed over
the full length of the blade. Variations in bending radius mean that there are
stress concentrations i.e. weak spots in the blade.

•

Flexibility is adjusted by shaving the blade to the thickness that gives the
required flex. This is a one-way process!

•

For long distance paddling, flexibility in the paddle blade absorbs energy at the
catch and returns it at the exit. This reduces stress on the body, keeping your
stroke neat and efficient much longer.

Shape of the tip
•

A round tip has a silent entry and exit from the water.

•

A round tip will not damage as easily as one with corners.

•

A square tip has more surface area thus a harder catch.

•

Everything in between square and round can be used, it is a matter of personal
preference and looks.

Sharpness of the edges
•

Sharp edges in combination with a thin blade make the GP most efficient.

•

Sculling is very efficient when the blade is thin with sharp edges.

•

Sharp edges are more prone to damaged than thicker rounded ones.

•

A thin blade is less strong than a thick blade. If you are going to use your paddle
a lot for rescues it needs to be stronger than a highly efficient GP for long
distances.

Your first GP will not be your all-time favorite GP. However, this first GP will enable you to develop an
efficient stroke and discover your personal preferences.
Happy Paddling!
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The 3D modes used to make the drawings found in
this document can be downloaded for free here:
https://grabcad.com/library/variations-in-greenland-paddles-1
Disclaimer: This document is not intended to assess your skill level or provide any medical advice.

